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Introduction to Urban Sociology 
1st online pre-session (replacement of face-to-face training) 
September 15th, 2021

This thematic course in urban sociology will provide participants with an overview of the main scientific
controversies and research themes that currently structure this sub-field of the social sciences and urban
studies. It will also offer a solid overlook of the main approaches and specific methods developed by
sociologists to understand the city.

Bruno Cousin*, is a sociologist and a member of the research group Cities are Back in Town. He
received his PhD from Sciences Po and the University of Milan-Bicocca. Before joining the Centre for
European Studies and Comparative Politics and coming back to Sciences Po as an assistant professor,
he was Postdoctoral research fellow at Harvard and then Assistant professor at the University of Lille.

Soft skills

*Upon availability

https://www.unimib.it/unimib-international
https://www.harvard.edu/
http://portail.univ-lille1.fr/render.userLayoutRootNode.uP;cvid=1;jsessionid=F7F761B1B43FF579F12150CC70DBABC1.ent2;cvid=1;jsessionid=E0C062A65EF3A55060C851C6186CEEB8.ent1
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Zoom - Social Housing in Europe: 
European Actors’ Strategies
27th September, 2021

There is no standardised European social housing model. Each country or region has developed its
own specific system that reflects its history, culture and political vision. Despite these differences, all
European social housing actors experience the same powerful trends, such as regional increases in
unemployment, the transition towards a more flexible economy, or growing demands for new or
different services.

What are the current responses to these new challenges, and what could future responses look
like? This session will allow participants to work on existing strategies and innovations with a view to
preparing for the future (contributions and workshop).

David Orr*, In his time as the CEO of the NHF (National Housing Federation), David campaigned
to advance the interests of housing associations at all levels of government and worked with four
different prime ministers. He is Chair of Reall, an international development housing charity and is
a previous President of Housing Europe.

*Upon availability
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Zoom - Understanding and Reforming 
Complex Organizations
September 28th, 2021

Organisations grow, evolve, adjust and, over time, become more complex. These fundamental
changes pose daunting challenges. It is necessary to coordinate large organisational units, to
encourage the cooperation of distant entities, to mobilise actors with characteristics, beliefs and
interests that are different or even divergent, to transform each other's professions, and so on.
"Organisational activity" or organisation design management has become an essential managerial
function and is now seen as one of the main solutions to improve the efficiency or performance of
companies.

But what is the best way to design and pilot organisational reforms? How can you decode and
understand the issues and transformation processes at work in your organisation? How should you
interpret and act on the relationships that unite different stakeholders?

Henri Bergeron* is a sociologist and professor at the Center for the Sociology of Organisations of
Sciences Po, Director of the Master Organisations and HR management, and Director of the
Executive Masters Management of Public Policies. He is also involved in the Executive Masters
General Management.

*Upon availability
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Zoom – Leading Learning Organizations
September 28th, 2021

In human organisations, there tends to be strong resistance to change.

Very few organisations train all their employees in how to create change, so most companies face
face the problem of hermetic silos of knowledge, skills or habits that crystallise over time. Yet,
when people are given the chance, more often than not they innovate to invent a future that
includes them. They then identify with what they create and naturally tend to defend their own
creation.

Thus, it’s possible to rapidly implement profound changes in organisations when everyone is
involved in creating these changes. Why? They have buy-in and feel responsibility for these
changes. What makes the difference is spreading knowledge and having the capacity to translate it
into new and more powerful products or innovative services.

Eric Mellet*, Consultant & Coach. Eric knows how to deploy a lively and embodied pedagogy. He
specializes in developing collective intelligence in companies and rolling out a form of change
management and collective decision-making that is highly complementary to the classic and
widespread concepts posited by intercultural management (Geert Hofstede). Eric teaches at
Sciences Po and several prestigious other universities.
* Upon availability
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Zoom – Beyond Affordable Housing, Affordable 
Cities
September 29th, 2021

Social housing companies have always been highly innovative actors in terms of boosting affordable
housing supply in the areas they operate and, therefore, are a source of inspiration in this regard.

The question remains, though: how can we go even further than just affordable housing and begin to
offer affordable cities? Who are the main driving actors of affordable cities? And what role can the
social housing sector play in a such a dynamic?

Based on the results of a global research project, this session will offer the participants some
theoretical material before allowing them to work on cases.

Tommaso Vitale* (Ph.D in Sociology, 2003, MA in Political Science, University of Milan) is
associate professor of sociology at Sciences Po, where he is the scientific director of the Masters
"Governing the Large Metropolis", researcher at Centre d‘Etudes Européennes, member of
the LIEPP and of the research programs "Governing the Large Metropolis" and "Cities are back in
town".

*Upon availability

http://www.sciencespo.fr/liepp/en
http://www.sciencespo.fr/ecole-urbaine/en/glm
http://blogs.sciences-po.fr/recherche-villes/
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Zoom - Learning Expedition: Transforming Strategy,  
from Manufacturer to Solution Provider
September 29th, 2021

At the end of 20th century, Schneider Electric (SE) faced the radical challenge of a rapidly digitalising
manufacturing sector that had new competitors, new marketplaces, a more complex demand, and
required a reconfiguration of organizations to fit the digital revolution. Schneider Electric reinvented
its strategy, offering more services to assist their clients with tailor-made solutions.

Programme:
- Visit to the SE showroom
- Meeting with the Strategy Director or the Services Director (TBC)

This learning expedition will offer an insight into the transformation of a business from a very
different sector. It aims at fostering comparisons, offering a fresh perspective to housing
leaders who need to reinvent the sector.

Schneider Electric is today a world leader in digital transformation 
of energy management and automation after 150 years of selling 
manufactured products. 

Alternative learning expedition: A Paris Habitat 2 hectare renovation project (former Reuilly
barracks) conducted in a innovative way (approach, processes, and destination).
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Zoom - The Best Response to an Immediate Crisis Situation
September 30th, 2021

Recognizing that a company faces a crisis is the first thing leaders must do. It is a difficult step,
especially during the onset of crises that do not arrive suddenly but grow out of familiar
circumstances that mask their nature.

Once leaders recognize a crisis is happening, they can begin to mount a response. But they cannot
respond as they would in a routine emergency, by following plans that had been drawn up in
advance.

What leaders need during a crisis is not a predefined response plan but behaviors and mindsets that
will prevent them from overreacting to yesterday’s developments and help them look ahead.

During a crisis, leaders must relinquish the belief that a top-down response will engender stability. In
routine emergencies, the typical company can rely on its command-and-control structure to manage
operations well by carrying out a scripted response. But in crises characterized by uncertainty,
leaders face problems that are unfamiliar and poorly understood.

Florence Meslet* is Executive Secretary of National Federation Vapotage, former consultant, and an
expert in crisis management and influence.

* Upon availability
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Zoom - The Art of Interest-based Negotiation
September 30th 2021

Complex settings involve multidimensional negotiations, with a large range of interlocutors, floating
power relationships, and various lengths of time. The one-shot “win-win” agreements are no longer
effective.

Interest-based negotiation emphasizes the importance of relationships, especially if both parties work
interdependently, but still depend on each other to achieve a common goal or objective. The intent is
to reach a mutually acceptable outcome, something that is mutually beneficial to both parties. The
outcome of an interest-based negotiation is one where credibility is built between both parties as they
develop a relationship of trust.

This training works on the strategies of effective negotiation (competitive and cooperative), effective
communication, the dynamics of power, and cultural considerations. Theoretical sessions will be
followed by simulations that offer the opportunity to acquire certain complimentary skills, including the
importance of confidentiality, active listening, interviewing, developing relationships with colleagues,
and effective communication skills.

Eduard Beltran*, Managing director, Negotiation & Leadership: Author, Professor, Consultant &
Trainer. Center For Negotiation CEFNE.

*Upon availability
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Zoom – Master class

Housing Amid Covid-19: Policy Responses
and Challenges
September 28th, 2021

* Upon availability

The COVID-19 crisis has severely hit the housing sector. The spread of the COVID-19 pandemic
has also undermined the real estate sector throughout the world. Containment measures involved
total or partial shutdowns of construction sites in many countries. The associated income and
revenue losses for households and enterprises adversely affected the outlook for different segments
of the property market. This also varied depending on the timing and stringency of confinement, and
the severity of the public health crisis, in different countries. Construction output fell by 40% in April
2020 in the UK. Similarly, the number of new residential construction projects collapsed by more
than 30% in April in the United States and only marginally recovered in May (+4%). On the other
hand, also in the United States, the issuance of housing permits, which typically leads to residential
building activity, provides some glimpse of hope: after a strong decline in April (-21%), permits
rebounded quite strongly in May (+14%). The recovery continued in June (+2%), bringing the
number of year-to-date permits close to their 2019 levels.

Boris Cournède*, Deputy Head of Division at the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and
Development - OECD, Public Economics Division. He is publishing a lot in OECD Publishing, and OECD
Economics Department Working Papers.

Construction sector activity plummeted in early 2020
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Zoom – Master class
Integrating Heritage into Urban Planning: A Challenge between 
Past and Future
September 30th, 2021

* Upon availability

This masterclass will explore the need to integrate culture into urban planning by looking into
effective practices in the urban management of properties marked by strong heritage identities.

Specific cases will be analyzed, with a special focus on historic cities included in the World Heritage
List. The cases will be studied with an eye to the relevant international (cultural) legal frameworks
that affect their development. Special focus will be given to the challenges linked to climate change,
tourism, transportation and infrastructure development, as well as to other factors that may endanger
the good conservation and management of the chosen cities.

Mauro Rosi*, Chief, World Heritage Centre – United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization – UNESCO. Mauro Rosi joined UNESCO in 1990 after completing his studies in
Philosophy and acquiring professional experience in the fields of journalism and communication in
Italy. He has held diverse positions within the Cultural Sector, mainly as a programme specialist
dealing with topics such as the creative industries, cultural policies, and the integration of cultural
considerations into urban planning. He joined the World Heritage Centre in July 2014.
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Zoom – October 1st, 2021
Round Table: The Future of Social Housing in Europe

*Upon availability

Social housing is an important dimension of social welfare policy and affordable housing provision,
representing more than 28 million dwellings and about 6% of the total housing stock in OECD and
non-OECD EU countries.

There are significant differences across countries in the definition, size, scope, target population and
type of social housing providers. For instance, social rental housing makes up less than 10% of the
total dwelling stock in most OECD and EU countries, but more than 20% of the total stock in Austria,
Denmark and the Netherlands, where it represents a key “third sector” in the housing market.

During this session, we will explore trends and projections for social housing, and we will reflect on
how the lessons from the previous days can help you to define future transitions in the housing
sector.

Prof.dr.ir. V.H. Gruis*, Professor of Housing Management, Head of Department Management in the
Built Environment, TU Delft | Delft University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture and the Built
Environment, Department of Management in the Built Environment.

Sorcha Edwards, Secretary General of Housing Europe.
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Location:
The course will take place at the Sciences Po Campus, 28 rue des Sts-Pères, Paris 7th.

Price:
• The total price for this Sciences Po Leadership Programme is € 3610.
• EFL members and associates who take part will receive a discount of € 1000 per participant on

their organisation’s 2021 EFL membership fee (a refund).
• Lunches, refreshments and travel fees are included in above price.
• Costs to be covered by participants outside the course fee:
• Travel to Paris and accommodation;
• Breakfast and dinners

Registration:
• Please register your participation by mail to: mariehelene.webergoubin@sciencespo.fr and in cc

to info@ef-l.eu
• Please also register via this form: https://forms.gle/VGUxug64PDydTn4o8
• Deadline for registration and payment: 15 July 2021.

mailto:mariehelene.webergoubin@sciencespo.fr
mailto:info@ef-l.eu
https://forms.gle/VGUxug64PDydTn4o8
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Exceptional circumstances:
• The course must have a minimum of 15 participants to proceed. If a minimum of 15

participants is not reached by July 15 2021, the programme will be cancelled.

• Covid-19: if the situation does not allow the proceeding of the programme due to
enforced travel limitations or lockdown measures, the programme can be cancelled
and rescheduled to 2022.
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Hotel suggestion:

We encourage all participants to book the same hotel. This helps informal networking and 
offers the opportunity to spend time together at the end of the day. 
The below hotel is well-located (at walking distance from Sciences Po) and is well 
connected to the Paris metro system.
Please make your own hotel booking.

The recommended apartment hotel is:
Citadines Maine  Montparnasse
67 avenue du Maine - 75014 Paris  
corporate@citadines.com / • Tel : +33 (1) 41 05 79 70



Other hotel recommendations
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Hotel Address

Citadines Didot Montparnasse 94 Rue Didot, 75014 Paris - corporate@citadines.com / • Tel 
: +33 (1) 41 05 79 70

Hôtel Pas de Calais

59 Rue des Saints-Pères, 75006 Paris
01 45 48 78 74

Hôtel des Saints Pères

65 Rue des Saints-Pères, 75006 Paris
01 45 44 50 00

Hôtel de Lille
40 Rue de Lille, 75007 Paris

01 42 61 29 09

Hôtel du Danube
58 Rue Jacob, 75006 Paris

01 42 60 34 70

Hôtel Le Petit Chomel

15 Rue Chomel, 75007 Paris 
01 45 48 55 52 

Hôtel de l'Université
22 Rue de l'Université, 75007 Paris

01 42 61 09 39

Hôtel Signature
5 Rue Chomel, 75007 Paris

01 45 48 35 53

Hôtel  Saint-Vincent
5 Rue du Pré aux Clercs, 75007 Paris

01 42 61 01 51
Hôtel Bonaparte 61 Rue Bonaparte, 75006 Paris

01 43 26 97 37

Hôtel Holiday Inn 
92 Rue de Vaugirard, 75006 Paris

01 49 54 87 00
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